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Which Vex™ logo do I use?

There are three Preferred Usage Vex logos that 

cover 4-Color Process (4/C/P), spot 2-Color 

Black and PMS 1795 Red, and 1-Color Black 

(B&W) applications. 

Two Special Usage logos include an alternate 

spot flat logo for silk screen application only, 

and a Micro Usage logo that cover Black and 

Reversed for extremely small application onto 

packaging and accessory system parts. 

The Vex logos are all Mac format, Illustrator CS 

eps files.
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Vex logo Spot 2-Color 
Black & PMS 1795 Red
(file name: Vex_2C_K_1795.eps)

Vex logo 4/C/P
(file name: Vex_4CP.eps)

Vex logo 1-Color Black
(file name: Vex_1C_K.eps)

Vex logo Spot Flat  
(Silk Screen Only) 
PMS 1795 Red &  
Pantone Cool Grey 110
(file name: Vex_SilkScreenOnly.eps)

Micro Usage Black
(file name: Vex_micro_K.eps)

Micro Usage Reversed
(file name: Vex_micro_KO.eps)

Preferred Usage

Special Usage
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How much clear space does the  
Vex™ logo require?

The clear space around the Vex logo is equal to  

the "E" height of the logo. An automatic clear 

space background has been configured into the  

eps file designated by the dashed line in the  

diagram at right.

How small can the Vex logo be reproduced?

For small applications, an alternate Small Usage 

Vex logo has been developed for 4-Color Process 

(4/C/P), spot 2-Color Black and PMS 1795 Red, 

and 1-Color Black (B&W).

When used at 100% size, the Small Usage logo 

should be reproduced no smaller than one half 

inch high (measured from the baseline of  

"Robotics Design System" to the cap-height of  

the "E" in the Vex logomark). Use the Small  

Usage Vex logo in applications where the logo 

is reproduced smaller than 1" tall to as small as  

one half inch. Use one of the Micro Usage logo 

for applications where the logo is reproduced less 

than one half inch tall. Any applications of the 

logo larger than one inch requires the use of the  

full-size logo.

"E" height of logo

"E" height of logo

"E" height of logo

"E" height of 
logo

"E" height of 
logo

minimum  
one half inch tall

(small version)

minimum  
one inch tall

(full-size version)



What colors are used in the Vex™ logo?

Refer to the color palette at right for  

approved colors to be used with the Vex  

logo system. Do not tint or multiply colors  

or alter the actual colors of the Vex logo.

What are the VEX typefaces?

Bell Gothic Light is the preferred typeface for 

body copy and, if needed to emphasize in body 

copy, the word Vex can be set as Bell Gothic Bold. 

Bell Gothic Bold is the preferred typeface for 

headlines and subheads. To distinguish subheads 

from body copy, subheads should be at least 2 

point sizes larger than body copy and, if desired,  

a different color.
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Black PMS 1795
PMS  

Cool Grey 10

CMYK: 0/0/0/100 0/94/100/0 0/2/0/60

RGB: 0/0/0 201/62/46 119/118/121

Bell Gothic Light

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890

Bell Gothic Bold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890



How do I refer to Vex™ in body copy?

If the first usage of Vex™ Robotics Design  

System is in body copy, it should always have a 

trademark (™) symbol and include the words  

“Robotics Design System” in initial caps. In  

body copy, Vex is always one word, initial caps. 

Subsequent usage of the word Vex on the  

same page or second page of a spread does  

not require a trademark symbol or the words  

“Robotics Design System,” however each new 

spread (in a catalog or booklet) or differing  

page (website) does require a trademark symbol 

and the words “Robotics Design System.”

How do I refer to Vex in a headline?

If the first usage of Vex is in a headline,  

it should always have a trademark (™)  

symbol and if space permits, include the words 

“Robotics Design System” in initial caps.

What if I have usage questions about  
the Vex logo?

For any questions regarding the Vex  

logo and proper usage or to propose  

alternate usages, contact Shelly Larson,  

Production Director at Hamilton  

Partners, Inc. at 707-431-4300 x306  

or shelly.larson@hamparts.com.
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